


• This study is a part of a broader line of research that 
has two main aims :

• 1) to assess the construct validity of the theoretical 
model of Social-Cognitive Transactional Analysis 
(SCTA);

• 2) to monitor systematically the practice conducted 
by trainees in the Prevention and Intervention Clinics 
of the schools of psychotherapy associated with the 
Institute for Research on Intrapsychic and Relational 
Processes (IRPIR).



• The present work is an example of quantitative study 
on process and outcome in psychotherapy in term of 
Ego states,
where the focus is on the quality of relationship with 
other and with self.

• In Social-Cognitive Transactional Analysis (SCTA)
Ego states are considered especially in their relational 
aspects that can be observed in intrapsychic and 
interpersonal processes.



• Social-Cognitive Transactional Analysis has developed 
operational definitions of the concepts of Ego states
and instruments of observation,
based on Structural Analysis of Social Behavior SASB
(Benjamin, 1974, 1996, 2003),
that permit to do empirical research and to orientate  
in clinical practice.



From : Benjamin (1986), modified.

SASB is a method to describe interpersonal and intrapsychic behavior by three dimensions.

Benjamin, L. S. (1986). Using SASB to add social parameters to Axis I of DSM-III. In T.Millon & G. L. Klerman (Eds.), 
Contemporary directions in psychopathology. New York: Guilford Press. Copyright 1986 by the Guilford Press.



Combining the two SASB dimensions of Affiliation and Interdependence, we 
distinguish four categories of Ego states: Free, Protective, Critical, and Rebellious.
In each category , and are also distinguished.

In SCTA Ego states are described in term of relational processes
using the Structural Analysis of Social Behavior SASB



• A distintinction is made between
Relational Ego States and Self Ego 
States.

• Relational ES are operationally
described by interpersonal behaviors of
SASB Other and Self surfaces (the two
interpersonal focus). 

• Self ES are operationally described by
intrapsychic beaviours of SASB Introject
surface (the intrapsychic focus).

From : Benjamin (1979), modified.

The SASB full model. From Benjamin, L.S. (1979). Structural analysis of differentiation failure. Psychiatry: 
Journal for the Study of Interpersonal Processes, 42, 1-23. Copyright William Alanson Psychiatric 
Foundation.



• In a functional perspective, the goal of
the treatment can be defined as
developing healthy Ego states (Free and 
Protective ES) and reducing pathological
Ego states (Critical and Rebellious ES).

• In order to achieve this goal the 
therapeutic relationship has a central
role in the treatment.

• Therapist activates Free and Protective
Ego states,

• stimulates the activation of Free and 
Protective Ego states in the patient
during the session.

• This process facilitate the development
of Free and Protective Ego states in the 
course of time.

From : Benjamin (1979), modified.
The SASB full model. From Benjamin, L.S. (1979). Structural analysis of differentiation failure. Psychiatry: 
Journal for the Study of Interpersonal Processes, 42, 1-23. Copyright William Alanson Psychiatric 
Foundation.



• The present work is a preliminary study that aims to analize
process and outcome of psychotherapy conducted according to
Social-Cognitive TA.

• We studied
the perception of Self Ego states pre- and post- treatment and 
the perception of Relational Ego states activated in the 
therapeutic relationship.

• Process and outcome are rated from the patient’s perspective



• Subjects were adults (N=288), male (25%) and female (75%), 
clinical outpatients from Prevention and Intervention Clinics of
four training schools in psychotherapy. 

• Subjects received a free 21 sessions psychotherapy according 
the model of Social-Cognitive TA.

• Therapists were psychologists, 3rd and 4th year trainees in 
psychotherapy, that also were CTA trainees, in continuative 
supervision with TSTAs, PTSTAs, and CTA Trainers.

• Perception of Ego states was studied with self-report
questionaires based on SASB (Benjamin, 1974, 2000; Scilligo & 
Benjamin, 1983, Scilligo2005) that we use to mesure the 
operationally definitions of the prototypical Ego states according
Social-Cognitive TA (Scilligo, 2009; De Luca & Tosi, 2011).



• Self perception (Self Ego states) was rated at intake before
psychotherapy (pre-treatment) and in the last session of
psychotherapy (post-treatment).

• The perception of therapeutic relationship (Relational Ego 
states) was rated by clients after the 8th session (between 8th 
and 9th). At this time therapeutic alliance should have been
established.

• To test the hypothesis some preliminar study were performed and four of them are presented.
• In the first study, pre- to post-treatment differences of mean scores on scales of 12 Self Ego 

states were tested with Student T test for dependent champions.
• In the second study was made a descriptive of means scores of the scales of 24 Relational Ego 

states activated in the therapeutic relations, from the client perspective.
• In the third study correlations (Pearson’s r) were calculated between three group of variable: 

Self Ego State pre-treatment, Relational Ego State (therapist focused on client), Self Ego State 
post-treatment.

• In the forth study factorial ANOVA was performed for two factors (two-level with cut-off at the 
median): Free Adult and Protective Adult Ego states of therapist in relational focus on client, 
rated by client; dependent variables were 12 Self Ego states rated by client at post-treatment.



• We hypotized that in post-treatment Free and Protective Self
Ego states have higher level and Critical and Rebellious Self Ego 
states have lower level in comparison with pre-treatment, 
consistent with the aims of the therapy. 



Free Protective Critical Rebellious



Free Protective Critical Rebellious



Free Protective Critical Rebellious
All the Free ES grow Two Protective ES (PC PA) grow

Protective Parent (PP) decreases
(it was a little too high)

All the Critical and Rebellious ES decrease



• All the changes are statistically significant at the Student T test 
for dependent champions (p<0.00 except AP p=0.01).

• These changes suggest an activation of Self Ego states in the 
direction of treatment goal.

• The pre-treatment profile of Self ES indicate a disfunctional
condiction where Free ES have too low activation and Critical
and Rebellious are too activated.

• The post-treatment profile suggest a wellness condiction with
high Free and Protective ES and low Critical and Rebellious ES.



• We hypotized that in the therapeutic relationship Free and 
Protective Relational Ego States are highly activated by
therapist and client, and there is also a complementarity
between Free and Protective ES of therapist (focused on client)
and Free and Protective ES of client (focused on self in 
relationship with therapist). This is consistent with the model of
therapy.



Free Protective Critical Rebellious



Free Protective Critical Rebellious
FA: Listen and understand with empaty
FA: Disclose self and express

PA: Analyze and constructively stimulate
PA: Accept reason and learn



Free Protective Critical Rebellious

FP: Let free to chose
FP: Freely make personal decisions

FC: Accept and love
FC: Relax and enjoy PC: Accept help and trust

PC: Support, take care

PP: Adapt self to other
PP: Tell what to do



• Results suggest that clients perceive the therapeutic relationship as
caracterized by:
- friendly differentiation, where client freely discloses and relaxes and 
therapist lets free, listens and understands with empaty and accepts,
- and moderate friendly enmeshment, where therapist analyzes and 
constructively stymulates, supports and takes care, and client accepts
reason and learn, and accepts help and trusts.

• Clients perceive a strong complementarity in the relationship with the 
therapist. 

• The areas of lesser complementarity (PC, PP) show that the friendly 
enmeshment with which the client puts himself in relation to the 
therapist finds a response by the therapist especially in the Protective 
Adult. This suggests that the client feels a positive dependence with the 
therapist, and the therapist responds by accepting, and promoting 
autonomy.



• We hypothesized that pre- to post-treatment change in Self ES is 
promoted by introjection of the Relational ES of therapist 
focused on the client, in simple word client learns to treat himself 
like therapist treated him.

• Thus we expected that:
- in post-treatment would grow the Self ES correspondent to the 
most activated Relational Ego States in the therapeutic 
relationship;
- post-treatment Self ES would be correlated to the correspondent 
Relational ES of therapist more than pre- treatment Self ES.



Free RebelliousCriticalProtective

The post treatment 
increase was 
observed in the Self 
Ego states whose 
corresponding 
Relational Ego states 
of therapist were 
highly activated (FP, 
FA, FC, PC, PA),
while decrease
occurred in Self Ego 
states whose 
corresponding 
Relational Ego states 
were low activated 
(PP) or very low (CP, 
CA, CC, RC, RA, RP).



Therapist’s
Relational

ES

Post-treat. 
Client’s Self

ES

Pre-treat. 
Client’s Self

ES

Nevertheless, 
correlations 
between post-
treatment Self ES 
of client, and 
Relational ES of 
therapist are all 
significant, and 
were higher than 

Stronger correlations were between pre- and post-treatment Self ES.

correlation between 
pre-treatment Self ES 
and Relational ES of 
therapist. The later 
were significant only 
for five Ego States.
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correlations 
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pre-treatment Self ES 
and Relational ES of 
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for five Ego States.

r over orange line
are significant: p < .05



• Starting from the result that clients perceived that Free Adult and 
Protective Adult Relational ES were the most activated Ego states 
in the therapist, and from the idea that Adult has central function 
in therapy,

• we  hypothesized that in clients that perceives high level of Free 
Adult and Protective Adult Relational Ego states in therapist,
Free and Protective Self Ego states at post-treatment are more 
developed (and Critical and Rebellious Self ES are less developed)
than in clients that perceives low level of Free Adult and 
Protective Adult Ego states in therapist.



• Free Adult focused on client is described by listening, emphatic
understanding, and confirm of the client. This ES stimulate the 
client disclosing and contact with self. Free Adult should be
important for client feeling safe and to develop alliance.

• Protective Adult focused on the client is described by analizing
and constructively stimulating the client to think. This ES 
stimulate the client paying attention to new informations and 
reflecting on them. Protective Adult should be important for
decontamination. 



Factorial ANOVA was performed for two factors (two-level with cut-
off at the median):
Free Adult and Protective Adult Ego states of therapist in relational
focus on client, rated by client;
dependent variables were 12 Self Ego states rated by client at post-
treatment.

Results of ANOVA shows significant difference in nine Self ES at 
post-treatment for the factor Relational Free Adult.
In addition, there are two significant difference for the factor 
Relational Protective Adult,
and no significant difference for the interactions of the two factors.



Clients that perceive high 
level of activation of 
Relational Free Adult of 
the therapist, perceive at 
post-treatment higher 
Free Self Ego states (FP, 
FA, FC) and Protective 
Child (PC) and lower 
Critical Adult (CA), 
Critical Child (CC) and 
Rebellious Self Ego states 
(RC, RA, RP) in 
comparison with clients 
that perceive low 
Relational Free Adult of 
the therapist.Factorial ANOVA Significant difference p< .05

RebelliousCriticalProtectiveFree



The perception of 
high level of 
Relational Protective 
Adult of the therapist 
is related to
higher level of Self 
Protective Adult and 
lower Self Critical 
Child in clients at 
post-treatment. 

Free Protective Critical Rebellious

Factorial ANOVA Significant difference p< .05



Clients that perceive high 
level of activation of 
Relational Free Adult   
and Protective Adult of 
the therapist, perceive at 
post-treatment higher 
Free Self ES (FP, FA, FC) 
Protective Child (PC) and 
Protective Adult (PA)
and lower Critical Adult 
(CA), Critical Child (CC) 
and Rebellious Self ES 
(RC, RA, RP) in 
comparison with clients 
that perceive low 
Relational Free Adult and 
Protective Adult of the 
therapist.

Free Protective Critical Rebellious



• In general the hypothesis are supported by results.

• Post treatment change in Self Ego states are consistent with
the goal of the treatment.

• In the therapeutic relationship Free and Protective
Reational Ego states are higly activated by therapist and 
client, consistent with the model.

• Post treatment Self Ego states are related to Relational Ego 
states activated in the therapeuthic relationship, consistent
with the model.



• The main limits of this study are:

• absence of the control group

• variables are rated only by the client perspective

• no systematic post treatment assessment with different
instruments.

• In the ongoing research we are studing variables from three
perspectives: client, therapist, external observers, and we
will study outcome with CORE-OM.

• These results coming from quantitative data on groups can 
be integrated with the intensive study of few subjects, 
using the same model of SASB to collect data. 



• The operational definition of Ego states adopted in 
SCTA allows us to do research using the same tools we 
use in clinical practice and supervision to analyze Ego 
states and transactions, and to describe dysfunctional 
and healthy relational processes.

• This group research on Ego states in psychotherapy 
provides us with information on general phenomena 
considered at a high level of abstraction, and it adds to 
other research to provide support for the construct 
validity of the theoretical model of SCTA. 
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